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David Berenbaum 
Financial Conduct Authority 
25 The North Colonnade 
Canary Wharf 
London E14 5HS 
 

Dear David 

Improving the quality of pension transfer advice 

I am writing on behalf of the Association of Consulting Actuaries in response to the FCA’s 

consultation paper CP18/7 issued on 26 March 2018. 

Our comments on the specific questions raised in the consultation are set out in the Appendix.  

We hope that you find the contents of this letter of assistance.  We would be happy to discuss 

them further if that is helpful. 

Yours sincerely 

 

David Everett 

Chairman, Pension Schemes Committee 

On behalf of the Association of Consulting Actuaries Limited 
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APPENDIX 

 

Regulating the pensions and retirement income sector: Our strategic 

approach 

Consultation questions 

1. Do you agree with the proposed changes to the qualifications for a PTS?  If not, how 

would you suggest we amend it? 

We are not familiar with the Level 4 Retail Distribution Review (RDR) qualifications for advising on 

investments so can only comment in general terms. 

We do think it right that when providing pension transfer advice, account is taken of the 

investments in which the client’s assets would be placed if a transfer was to proceed.  The 

current model, in which it is possible for the advice on investments to be given by another adviser 

and the pensions transfer specialist is not required to have investment expertise, is not fit for 

purpose, if in fact it ever was.   

Having said this, there might be a case for an adviser being able to give advice not to transfer 

without requiring detailed investment advice, if it is clear, for example, that the transfer would 

not be in the interest of the individual based on other factors such as the ‘transfer risk’ you allude 

to in, for example, para 33 of the cost-benefit analysis. 

2. Do you agree with our proposed arrangements for the transition period? 

Again, we are not familiar with this additional qualification so cannot comment on whether the 

transition period ending in October 2020 is too long, or about right.  We do have a concern that 

for more than two years from now the current model will be allowed to continue, especially given 

you have identified that under it there is considerable risk from unsuitable advice which may lead 

to significant harm for consumers.  Provided there are a sufficient number of advisers who 

already have both transfer and investment expertise, we would suggest a shorter 

implementation period to minimise ongoing risks. 

3. Do you agree with the proposed changes to the exam qualification standard, ApEx 

21?  If not, how would you suggest we amend it? 

Yes, it makes sense for those who need to take this exam to have to be aware of the matters you 

set out in paragraph 3.13 of the consultation paper – namely, developments in the pensions 

landscape following the introduction of freedom and choice and the mandatory advice 

requirement, as well as the rules and guidance in PS 18/6 and as proposed in this consultation 

paper. 

4. Do you agree with the proposed changes to the pension transfer definition?  Please 

indicate if you consider there are any other consequences that have not been 

identified. 

Yes – the definition needs to be tightened up so that it is drafted by reference to the regulatory 

requirements on advice relating to the transfer of safeguarded benefits under which they 

become flexible benefits.  We also note that the definition will cover transactions where 



 

 

safeguarded benefits are being given up for other safeguarded benefits, but only where the 

transferring scheme is FCA-regulated. 

5. Do you agree with our proposed guidance for advisers working together?  If not, 

how should we amend it? 

We have sympathy with your proposals set out in paragraph 4.17, noting in particular the need to 

assess both the client’s attitude to transfer risk and his or her attitude to investment risk and that 

the latter needs to take account of the impact of the loss of any safeguarded benefits.  We hope 

that through this, the advice will become more joined up. 

6. Do you have any comments on our explanation for advising self-investors? 

No. 

7. Do you agree with our proposed guidance on triage? If not, how could we approach 

it differently? 

Clearly, triage is not working if in its application the adviser steps over the advice boundary.  The 

more you can do to guide advisers so that triage remains an educational process, separate from 

regulated advice, the better. 

8. Do you agree with our proposed guidance on assessing attitude to transfer or 

conversion risk? 

We do.  If, as you say, advice is currently focussed on attitude to investment risk, with the implicit 

assumption that the client is already in a flexible benefits world, it is clearly not equipping the 

client to take an irreversible decision to give up his or her safeguarded benefits.  So we welcome 

the focus on the general risks associated with such a transfer, separate from investment risk. 

9. Do you agree with our proposals to modify the Handbook rules and guidance in 

respect of suitability reports and the advice confirmation?? 

Yes.  It does seem odd (for the reasons you give in paragraph 5.8) that your current rules do not 

require the delivery of a suitability report where the recommendation is not to transfer.  The 

provision of such a report will be good not only for the client, but also as a form of risk 

management for the adviser.  We also think that your proposals may lead to a more balanced 

charging structure. 

10. Do you agree with our proposal on pension increase assumptions? 

It is possible that financial conditions could change so that the pension increase assumptions 

produced using the proposed simplified approach diverge significantly from those which would 

be produced using a more accurate approach, reflecting future volatility.  If the simplified 

approach is adopted our view is that the position would need to be monitored by the FCA and 

that you would need to be able to amend the guidance if necessary, perhaps within a short 

period.  Our preference would be to use Black-Scholes methodology to derive suitable rates as 

this is something we are comfortable in using when assessing DB pension liabilities.  Tools could 

be developed to support the necessary calculations. 



 

 

11. Do you think that contingent charging increases the likelihood of unsuitable advice? 

If so, can you provide any evidence to support intervening in the way pension 

transfer advice is charged, or would another approach be more effective? 

It seems clear to us that contingent charging models could well have this undesirable effect, but 

we are unable to supply you with any evidence that this is so. 

Conceptually, we support bringing in a ban on contingent charging for advice, but we appreciate 

the difficulties you may face in structuring it in such a way that it will be effective.  However, we 

note that it is not contingent charging per se that is the evil, but rather the conflicts of interest 

that can arise under such a structure.  There is a danger that a ban on contingent charging simply 

has the effect of disenfranchising many consumers who do not see the value in obtaining advice.  

It may in fact be better to focus on conflicts, ensuring that they are identified, disclosed and 

managed.  This may in turn drive out of the market certain advisory business models. 

Even if a way was found to eliminate conflicts of interest, there would still be the question of who 

should pay for the cost of advice to those members who are advised not to transfer.  If these 

costs are passed on to those members who are advised to transfer, this is likely to lead to a 

significant increase in their costs.  If most people are advised not to transfer, those who are 

would see more than a doubling of the true cost of the work carried out for them.  This does not 

seem appropriate. 

12. If we proceeded to restrict the way in which pension transfer advice can be 

charged, do you have views on how this should be implemented?  In particular, 

how could we avoid different forms of restriction from being ‘gamed’? 

We have no views to offer. 

13. How would different forms of restriction on pension charging impact consumers 

and firms?  Are there any ways in which we would mitigate any negative impact? 

For example, to address concerns about reduced access to advice (due to increased 

advice costs for consumers who do not transfer), could we require firms to 

‘signpost’ consumers to internal or external guidance/triage services, including The 

Pensions Advisory Service? 

Our understanding is that much of this signposting already exists. 

14. Do you have any comments on our cost benefit analysis? 

No. 

 

About the Association of Consulting Actuaries (ACA) 

Members of the ACA provide advice to thousands of pension schemes, including most of the 

country’s largest schemes.  Members of the Association are all qualified actuaries and all actuarial 

advice given is subject to the Actuaries’ Code.  Advice given to clients is independent and impartial.  

ACA members include the scheme actuaries to schemes covering the majority of members of private 

sector defined benefit pension schemes. 

The ACA is the representative body for UK consulting actuaries, whilst the Institute and Faculty of 

Actuaries is the professional body. 



 

 

Disclaimer 

This document is intended to provide general information and guidance only.  It does not constitute 

legal or business advice and should not be relied upon as such.  Responding to or acting upon 

information or guidance in this document does not constitute or imply any client /advisor 

relationship between the Association of Consulting Actuaries and/or the Association of Consulting 

Actuaries Limited and any party, nor does the Association accept any liability to any person or 

organisation relating to the use of such information or guidance.  


